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The origami structure has caused a great interest in the field of engineering, and it has
fantastic applications in the deployable and reconfigurable structures. Owing to the unique
multi-stable states, here a typical hexagon-twist origami structure is fabricated via multi-
material printing technology. The printed structure has multi-stable features and the
stiffness of the deformable structure is dramatically reduced under thermal triggering.
Such behavior causes an increase in the structural degree of freedom, allowing for self-
deployment via releasing the prestored energy in the elastic crease. The response time and
reaction time of the self-deployment process are also studied and illustrate the higher
energy barrier of the folded state, the longer self-deployment time. Utilizing such unique
features and design principles, a prototype of frequency reconfigurable origami antenna of
nine diverse operating modes is subsequently designed and assembled with the hexagon-
twist origami structure as the dielectric substrate. The antenna implements the cross-band
from two different frequency bands, enabling to realize frequency reconfigurable under
thermal condition.
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INTRODUCTION

Origami is an ancient oriental art and an emerging frontier science. It is in the intersecting fields of
mathematics, mechanics, mechanics, materials, control, biology, medicine and other basic
disciplines, resulting in many scientific applications, such as solar panels design, airbag
structure, and even the spatial folding of biological macro-molecules such as DNA and proteins
(Xie, 2010; Leng et al., 2011; Fernandes and Gracias, 2012; Hu et al., 2012; Felton et al., 2014; Ge et al.,
2014; Gladman et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2017). Origami technology has
always been regarded as a means of developing deployable and reconfigurable engineering systems
because of its characteristics of easy bending and twisting (Anfinsen et al., 1973; Bromberg and Ron,
1998; Li and Lewis, 2003; Ahn et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2010b; Leng et al., 2011; Erb et al., 2012; Ge et al.,
2012; Ge et al., 2013; Therien-Aubin et al., 2013; Tibbits, 2014; Breger et al., 2015; Gladman et al.,
2015; Luo et al., 2015; Mu et al., 2015; Su et al., 2018). This technology can be used in designing large-
scale planar structures such as building structures (Overvelde et al., 2016; Faber et al., 2018), and
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space antenna reflection surfaces, as well as the design of micro
surgical instrument (Wong et al., 1994; Fernandes and Gracias,
2012; Breger et al., 2015).

As electromagnetic communication systems are more widely
used in life, the demand for the number of antennas is also
growing. In order to reduce electromagnetic coupling and
system weight, the frequency reconfigurable antenna that can
replace the function of multiple antennas with one antenna has
become a research hotspot for engineers and scientists (Li et al.,
2014; Song et al., 2017).

In this paper, a multi-material printed hexagon-twist origami
structure was designed. When folded according to different crease
pattern, the origami structure unit had three different folding stable
states (Silverberg et al., 2015). Due to the property of the structural
material, the folded stable state configuration could self-deploy
under the influence of temperature, and the self-deployment
temperature could be controlled by the geometric parameters of
the structure. The dipole antenna is a hotspot in antenna research
because of its simple principle, low cost, and ease ofmanufacturing.
In our research, a hexagonal twist origami structure was used as the
antenna substrate to design a dipole frequency reconfigurable
antenna with simulation and experiment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fabrication of the Hexagon-Twist Origami
Structure
All of the hexagon-twist origami structures in this work were
fabricated using the multimaterial polyjet 3D printing technique
after the structure designed with specific geometry parameter by
the CAD software SOLIDWORKS. In the 3D printing process,
two different mechanical properties materials
VeroWhitePlusPlus (VW) and TangoBlackPlus (TG) used in
the fabrication were all available from the multimaterial 3D
printer (Object 350, Stratasys). For hexagon-twist origami
structure, the crease and paper face material were adopted
with TG and VW, respectively, which was determined by their
material property (Figure 1). Of the two materials, TG is a soft

elastomer that mainly consists of exo-1,7,7-trimethyl-bicyclo
[2.2.1]hept-2-yl acrylate and photoinitiators, and VW is a rigid
polymer mainly consisting of exo-1,7,7-trimethylbicyclo [2.2.1]
hept-2-ylacrylate, tricyclodecane dimethanol diacrylate, titanium
dioxide, and photoinitiators. Both TangoBlackPlus and
VeroWhitePlus can be cured by ultraviolet light at room
temperature. The corresponding uniaxial stretching mechanical
testing results were shown in Figure 2A (adopted with INSTRON
electronic universal testing machine LEGEND 2367). According
to the stress-strain curve, the material TG in the crease area
undergone large deformation when stretched under a small stress

FIGURE 1 | Fabrication of the hexagon-twist origami structure. The
multimaterial 3D printed hexagon-twist origami structure with the specific
design parameter. H denotes the height of outer hexagon. h denotes the
height of inter hexagon. The design details about the vertex is shown in
the illustration.

FIGURE 2 | Basic mechanical test results of 3D printed materials
VeroWhitePlus and TangoBlackPlus. (A) The uniaxial stretching mechanical
and (B) the dynamic mechanical analysis testing results of the two materials.
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and the material VW in the paper face area is a high elastic
modulus material (∼527 MPa) compared with the material TG
(∼0.5 MPa). When the structure was folded, the crease area could
withstand relatively large elastic deformation and the paper face
area shown small strain. The folding stable state of the hexagon-
twist origami structure could achieve self-deployment at high
temperature. In order to explore the mechanical principle of self-
deployment behavior, it was necessary to analyze the
thermodynamic behavior of the TG and VW material via
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). In the typical
measurement, a preload of 1 mN was applied to the sample
(dimensions of 12 × 5.0 × 0.5 mm) and the strain was
oscillated at a frequency of 1 Hz with a peak-to-peak
amplitude of 0.1%. In the process, the samples were firstly
heated up to 150°C and stabilized for 10 min to reach thermal
equilibrium. The temperature was then decreased from 150°C to
-50°C at a rate of 2°C/min. The temperature dependence of the
storage modulus and tanδ are shown in Figure 2B. The glass
transition temperature (Tg) is identified as the temperature
corresponding to the peak of the tanδ curve. The Tg values of
the VeroWhitePlus and the TangoBlackPlus are ∼80 and ∼20°C,
respectively. DMA tests were performed on a dynamic
mechanical analyzer (Model Q800, TA Instruments, New
Castle, DE, USA) in the uniaxial tension mode. When the
folding stable state of the hexagon-twist origami structure is at
a high temperature range (20–80°C), the storage modulus of the
material VW decreased rapidly and the material TG remains
essentially constant.

Measurements of Hexagon-Twist Origami
Structure Self-Deployment Temperature
The self-deployment temperatures were measured in a water
bath. The heat source was from the magnetic heating stirrer
that could set the final heated temperature. The thermocouple
temperature sensor was used as a feedback for the real time
water temperature. The square-twist origami structures with
the transformation modes I and II stable state were put in a
round beaker with a certain amount of water that was heated at
a required temperature, according to the various experimental
requirements. The heat rate was kept in a constant value while
heating these structures. The self-deployment temperature was
defined as the temperature when the structure was obviously
converted to the flat state. When the stable state of the
structure was altered, the temperature was recorded as one
measurement. In this paper, two different methods were used
to generate thermal stimulus for driving square-twist origami
structures: water bath and infrared light. The first type was
mainly based on heat conduction, while the second type was
heat radiation. Considering the heat effects on the twist
structures, the method of using uniform heat conduction
was selected in the water bath. For practical application, a
noncontact infrared radiation heating method was applied.
The multi-material 3D printed square-twist origami structures
were manipulated by temperature, triggering for self-
deployment under heating.

Design and Fabrication of Frequency
Reconfigurable Dipole Antenna
In this work, three design principles were obeyed for designing
frequency reconfigurable dipole antennas. Primarily, the dipole
antenna required center symmetry of the radiation pattern.
Additionally, for pursuing large degree of short circuit, the
radiation pattern should be designed across creases as much as
possible. Finally, to maintain the foldability of hexagon-twist
structure media board, the radiation pattern should avoid the
vertices of the hexagon-twist structure as far as possible. Based on
the above rules, a basic configuration design of dipole antenna is
shown in Figure 3, and then the 3D electromagnetic simulation
software HFSS was used to simulate the specific geometry size of
the hexagon-twist frequency reconfigurable dipole antenna. The
pattern of the antenna radiation patch were arranged along the
distribution and arrangement of the folds for the antenna
substrate. The material of the antenna arm was set ideal
conductor. Since the dipole antenna had a symmetrical
structure, the lumped port excitation method was used to feed
the antenna, and the simulation frequency band was set to
1–6 GHz. According to the initial simulation results, the
design parameters could be optimized by running loop
variables for obtaining the optimal performance with the
condition of impedance matching. For fabricating aspects of
the frequency reconfigurable antenna, the origami dielectric
substrate and the radiation patch were fabricated with multi-
material 3D printing technology and copper tape, respectively.
For the antenna arm of the dipole antenna, that is, the radiation
patch, the sputtered copper foil was initially selected to be directly
glued to the surface of the dielectric substrate. However, due to its
small toughness during the folding and unfolding with the
structure, it was easy to break and result antenna failure, so
the double-sided conductive copper tape was selected as the
radiation patch. Because of its good toughness, the reliability
of the antenna was effectively improved during the folding and
unfolding process. Coaxial feeder feeding method was adopted

FIGURE 3 | The components of a hexagon-twist origami antenna.
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for the hexagon-twist frequency reconfigurable origami antenna
(Figure 3).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Based on our previous work experience research on polygon-twist
origami structure (Wang et al., 2019), the length and proportion
of the inner and outer sides have an important role in the origami
folding stability. In this work, the height of the inner and outer
hexagons structure was selected as a key parameter for studying
the stability of hexagon-twist origami. The varies size structure
were described with h-H where h and H denotes the height of the
inner and outer hexagon, respectively. According to the results in
Figure 4A, the hexagon-twist structure with sizes 15–50, 15–60,
17–70 existed no stable state which meant “unfoldable” and were
unsuitable for reconfigurable dielectric substrate. As for the size of
30–100, 30–120, 30–140, the hexagon-twist structure showed
multi-stable state which meant “foldable”, and the specific
folded stable state with size 30–100 were shown in Figure 4B.
When all the outer panels were folded up counterclockwise
around the center hexagon, this self-locking stable state was
regarded as state A; When four outer panels and the other
two outer panel were symmetrically folded up and down
counterclockwise around the center hexagon, respectively, this
stable state was named state B; When five outer panels and one
outer panel were folded up and down counterclockwise around
the center hexagon, this stable state was regarded as state C

(Figure 4B). According to our previous work (Wang et al., 2020),
because the elastic modulus of material VW decreased drastically
as the temperature increased (Figure 2B), the stiffness ratio of the
paper facet to the crease was varied (Tawk et al., 2010), thereby
decreasing the energy barrier of the structure. The self-
deployment of the multi-material 3D printed polygon-twist
origami structure was driven by the energy stored in the
crease material TG. The hexagon-twist 3D printed origami
structure could also self-deploy under the higher temperature
condition as shown in Figure 5 for state A, state B and state C. In
order to further research the influence of the key geometric
parameters of the origami structure on its self-deployment
behavior, the self-deployment behavior of stable state A, state
B, and state C with varies geometry size under the 65°C water bath
condition was studied. To quantify the self-deployment process,
the response time and reaction time required to be defined.
Response time referred to the time from the beginning of
excitation to the moment of observing apparent motion. The
reaction time was defined as the subsequent time from the
moment of observing apparent motion to the completion of
deployment. As the outer contour of the hexagonal increased (H
� 100,120, 140 mm) with the same central hexagon (h �
30 mm), the response time and reaction time of the stable
state during self-deployment gradually increased (Figure 6).
This was because the larger geometric size of the outer hexagon,
the greater energy barrier of the structure, and the more energy
that needed to be absorbed during self-deployment, so the time
required increased. By comparing the self-deployment behavior

FIGURE 4 | The multi-material 3D printed hexagon-twist origami structure. (A)Multi-stable research about hexagon-twist origami structure with different size ( h-H:
h and H denotes the height of the inner and outer hexagon, respectively). Scale bar, 30 mm. (B) The multi-stable states of 3D printed hexagon-twist origami structure
with size 30–100. Scale bar, 10 mm.
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time between different stable states, state C and state A required
the shortest and the longest reaction time with the same
geometric parameter ratio of the origami structure,
respectively. According to the author’s previous work (Wang
et al., 2020), the order of energy barriers of different states can be

obtained based on their reaction time as state A > state B > state
C. (Although the crease pattern of square-twist and hexagon-
twist structure are different, they have the same self-deployment
mechanism, and both them belong to the twist origami
category).

FIGURE 5 | The self-deployment process of multi-material 3D printed hexagon-twist origami structure with (A) state A, (B) state B and (C) state C under 65°C water
bath condition. Each image of the structure during the self-deployment process is scaled to ensure the overall picture effect.

FIGURE 6 | The self-deployment response and reaction time results of (A) state A, (B) state B and (C) state C with various size. In the top row of graphs, the
response time is from zero to the hollow point, and the reaction time is from the hollow point to the solid point.
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In the following content, a frequency reconfigurable dipole
antenna was manufactured with the 3D multi-material printed
hexagon-twist origami structure as the dielectric substrate. The
thickness, the height of central hexagon and the outer hexagon of
the hexagon-twist origami dielectric substrate were 0.5, 30, and
100 mm, respectively (Figure 3). The relative dielectric constant ε
and the loss tangent angle tanδ for the structure were 2.8 and
0.0001, respectively. Keeping the dielectric substrate in a flat state,
the dipole arms were not in contact with each other, which was
the initial frequency state. When the dielectric substrate
maintained various folded stable state, the antenna dipole
arms were in contact with each other to produce a short
circuit, which in turn reduced the electrical length of the
dipole antenna, there by ultimately leading to an increase in
the antenna frequency. It was worth noting that even if the dipole
arms were not in contact with each other, the relative position of
the antenna arm changes would also produce spatial resonance,
which could make the antenna reconfigurable frequency. In order
to shorten the design cycle and save costs, the simulation for
antenna performance was carried out (Materials and Methods).
The simulation results about the current distribution of the
hexagon-twist frequency reconfigurable antenna clearly
illustrated different state with various operating frequency

(Figure 7). It should be noted here that pasting a radiation
patch on one side of the dielectric substrate to form an
antenna resulted in various electrical lengths of the dipole
antenna with folded forward and backward in a stable state.
Because of the position of the radiation patch fixed relative to the
structure, even if various folding methods formed the same state,
different electrical lengths would be generated, there by forming
different operating frequencies for frequency reconfigurable
antenna. Through the above illustration, the frequency
reconfigurable antenna had nine antenna configurations (Flat
state, State A, state B, and state C generated one, two, three and
three antenna configurations, respectively.) with hexagon-twist
origami substrate. In order to better design and manufacture
frequency reconfigurable antenna, the influence of geometric
parameters on the antenna frequency was discussed via finite
element simulation (Figure 8). The frequency of the antenna was
related to the geometric parameters of the substrate and the
antenna arm. In this paper, the parameters I, w, d,and H which
denoted the length, the width of the antenna arm, the thickness of
the dielectric plate and the size of the outer contour, respectively,
were selected as specific research factors. In order to study the
influence of these parameters on the antenna resonance
frequency, a standard model was chosen with I � 50 mm,w �

FIGURE 7 | The current distribution finite element simulation results of the hexagon-twist origami structure stable (A) flat state and (B–I) state 1–8.
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10 mm,d � 0.5 mm and H � 100 mm, maintaining 30 mm for the
height of central hexagon. Considering the thickness d of the
dielectric substrate with 0.5–2 mm, the antenna frequency
decreased as the thickness of the dielectric substrate increased.
The change of the overall hexagon-twist origami size H had little
effect on the frequency. In the design of a general dipole antenna,
the equivalent electrical length of the antenna is inversely
proportional to the center resonance frequency. In Figure 8C,
as the antenna arm I grows, the center resonance frequency did
not show an obvious inverse law. Perhaps due to the error of the
finite element model itself, the antenna arm growth did not
increase the equivalent electrical length. The influence of the
width of the antenna arm on the resonance frequency had no
obvious linear law. According to the above study, the hexagon-
twist origami structure exhibited self-deployment behavior due to
the rapidly decrease in the storage modulus of the paper surface
material under heating conditions. This kind of behavior was
introduced into the antenna design, so that the antenna could
realize deployment and frequency reconfigurable under the
temperature field conditions. Figure 9 showed the self-
deployment deformation of the dipole antenna in the initial
folded state under infrared heating and the experiment
conditions of light intensity and temperature were 3.96 mW/
cm2 and approximately 75°C, respectively. The unfolding time
principle of the antennas in different folded states is consistent
with the unfolding law of the dielectric substrate studied in the
high temperature field. The actual operating frequency of the
antenna could be obtained by measuring the return loss S11
parameter. In this work, the S11 parameter was measured by
the E5071C vector network analyzer that was produced by
Keysight, whose test frequency range was from 0.5 to 6 GHz.

The dual port of the vector network analyzer was calibrated with
an electronic calibration component prior to testing, and then
connected the coaxial line of the antenna to the test interface of
the vector network analyzer port1. Finally, related parameters
about the analyzer was adjusted to test the various states of their
parameter S11 via changing the configuration of the hexagon-
twist dielectric substrate. In Figure 10, the actual test results of the
antenna were in agreement with the simulation results, although
there existed a certain error. It could be seen from the test results
that the return loss of each antenna’s operating frequency was
below -10 db, which met the basic requirements for antenna
operation. Maintaining the antenna in flat state, the center
resonance frequency was 3.97 GHz. According to the actual
measurement results, when the antenna was folded to the state
1, the center resonance frequency was 3.39 GHz. The antenna
center resonance frequencies of folded state 2∼state 9 were 2.39,
2.41, 4.13, 3.67, 3.07, 2.77, and 2.66 GHz, respectively. The
antenna realized nine kinds of center operating frequency
changes with nine various stable states, and implemented
multi-mode frequency reconfiguration.

The traditional frequency reconfigurable antenna mainly used
a switch to change the electrical length of the antenna to achieve
antenna frequency reconfiguration. The on and off of the switch
determined the antenna reconfigurable mode. Not only were
there fewer reconfigurable modes, but also the external bias
circuit affected the performance of the antenna and reduced
the antenna efficiency. Compared with the work of other
frequency reconfigurable antennas (Table 1), the dipole
frequency reconfigurable antenna implemented in this paper
used an origami structure to self-deploy at high temperature
to achieve reconfigurable frequency without additional bias

FIGURE 8 | Geometric parameters (A) the thickness of the dielectric substrate-d, (B) the height of outer hexagon for the dielectric substrate-H, (C) the length of
antenna arm-I, and (D) the width of antenna arm-w) effect on antenna frequency.
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FIGURE 10 | The results of hexagon-twist origami antenna return loss. (A–I) Comparison of measured and simulated results of antenna return loss in nine different
stable state for hexagon-twist origami structure. The corresponding stable state configurations are shown in the illustration.

FIGURE 9 | The self-deployment process of hexagon-twist frequency reconfigurable antenna with (A) state A, (B) state B and (C) state C under photothermal
condition. Scale bar, 30 mm.
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circuit affects. The antenna made in this paper was a dipole
antenna, that was, an omnidirectional antenna. The radiation
pattern was also tested using the microwave far-field darkroom
(Figure 11). From the results of the radiation pattern, the
H-plane graphic showed an omnidirectional antenna, but the
E-plane graphic illustrated a non-omnidirectional antenna. This
was because the electric field in the vertical plane tilted down due
to the feeder, which affected the radiation characteristics in the
horizontal direction. One thing to note was that state 2 had two
operation frequency points, so the radiation pattern at the two
frequency points were measured in state 2.

In this paper, a self-deployment origami antenna was realized
based on a multi-material 3D printed hexagon twist structure
dielectric substrate, and the multi-material hexagon twist
structure played an important part to realize the function. In the
future, the following aspects will be further studied. In terms of the
self-deployment mechanism of the structure, more attention will be

paid to the influence of polymer swelling and relaxation time on the
self-deployment behavior and deployment time of the structure (Lu
et al., 2010a; Lu et al., 2010b; Lu and Du, 2014). In terms of driving
methods, the photothermal driving method in this article will have
shortcomings in practical applications, and more reliable electronic
controlmethodsmay be used in subsequent work (Lu et al., 2011). In
addition, the multi-stability of the hexagonal twist structure can also
be applied in many aspects, such as a smart substrate with buckling-
induced kirigami structure (Pang et al., 2020), making multi-stable
mechanical metamaterials (Ma et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2020), or
making flexible electronic devices (Ma and Zhang, 2016).

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a dipole cross-band frequency reconfigurable
antenna based on a multi-material hexagon-twist origami

TABLE 1 | Comparison of the frequency reconfigurable antenna works

Antenna type Reconfigurable
frequency mechanism

Number of modes Reconfigurable frequency

Printed antenna Overvelde et al. (2016) PIN diode switch control 2 No
Monopole antenna Wong et al. (1994) SPST single pole single throw switch control 2 No
Microstrip patch antenna Tawk et al. (2010) Silicon light guide switch control 2 No
Yagi dipole antenna Ahyat et al. (2013) PIN diode switch control 4 No
Beam steering radial array antenna Jamlos et al. (2010) PIN diode switch control 4 No
MIMO antenna Lee and Cho (2015) Single pole SP4T switch control 4 No
Patch reconfigurable antenna Tawk et al. (2011) Mechanical control 5 No
Microstrip slot antenna Majid et al. (2012) PIN diode switch control 6 No
Planar parasitic array antenna Guo et al. (2014) PIN diode switch control 7 No
Origami structure dipole antenna (This work) Temperature control 9 Yes

FIGURE 11 | The radiation pattern test results of hexagon-twist frequency reconfigurable antenna with different stable state. E and H denotes the radiation pattern
cut plane with parallel electric field direction and magnetic field direction, respectively.
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structure was designed. The specific conclusion contents were as
follows:

(1) The multi-stable state of the hexagon-twist origami structure
was studied. The hexagon-twist origami structure was
prepared via 3D multi-material printing, in which the
paper face and the crease area were printed with resin-
based materials VW and rubber-like materials TG,
respectively. It was found that the folded stable state was
related to the ratio and size of the inner and outer hexagons
of the structure. The structure had three kinds of stable state
called state A, state B and state C.

(2) The mechanism and law of self-deployment behavior with
hexagonal twist origami structure at high temperature were
studied. The self-deployment behavior in the folded state was
because that the storage modulus of the material VW
decreased rapidly at high temperature, causing a sharp
reduction in stiffness, and thereby reducing the energy
barrier of the structure to less than the elastic driving
energy stored in the crease material TG. The various
folded states had different self-deployment behavior. The
higher the energy barrier of the structure, the longer the self-
deployment time was required. In this paper, the self-
deployment time was state A greater than state B and
state B greater than state C.

(3) A dipole frequency reconfigurable antenna based on
hexagon-twist origami structure was designed. The
operating frequency and radiation pattern of the dipole
antenna had been tested. The frequency reconfigurable
antenna had nine operating modes according to different

crease pattern, which implemented cross-band
reconfigurable frequency from S to C band. The
dielectric substrate could self-deploy from the folded
state at high temperature. Therefore, the antenna could
realize the function of deformation and frequency
reconfiguration.
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